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Selected As Best All-Round Kentucky Community Newspaper For 1947

-WEATHER FORECAST
KENTUCKY: Cloudy and
mild with rain in West pore'
tem MIS' afternoon. Cloudy
4
and mild with rain tonight.
Wednesday cloudy with rain
followed by cold.i.sere-
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In Kentucky
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Kentucky was saddened by the
death of two of its most prominent
civic officials the past week.
E. Leland Taylor, miyor of Louisville, and John M. Robsion, veter-
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Murray, Kentucky, Tuesday Afternoon, Feb.
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Clarence W. Mitchell began his*
position this week as soils assistant I
with the County Extension Service REPUBLICAN SAYS
here. He
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an congressman from the ninth disMitchell was formerly assistant
trict, both died from heart ailPLAN OLD STUFF
county agent in Hopkins County,
ments.
GRAINS CONTINUE
Madisonville, for 11 months before
Taylor was 62. He was elected
WASHINGTON, Feb. 24. (tir)-he accepted the position here.
to his first. political post in 1245
Chairman Ralph Gamble of the!
DROPPING; FOOD
tif
He received a B. B. degree from
joint congressional nousing cornwhen he was unopposed as the
the department of agriculture at
mitttee said today President Tru-! AGED COUNTY
Democratic primary candidate for
Western State Teachers College in
Approximately 300 students at PRICES LEVEL OFF
man's 10-year housing program is
in
degree
master's
1940,
a
and
mayor. He won over Republican Murray State College will learn
"old stuff" presented again for RESIDENT
DIES
CHICAGO, Feb. 24 (UP)-Grains agronomy frotn the college of agpolitical purposes.
Roy Easley by 221 votes. In 1932 the responsibilities of citizenship
University
riculture,
Kentucky,
of
opened lower on the Chicago board
part
and
in
take
a
special
inducthe ran for Representative at large
"He's said it before." commented
in March of last year.
ion ceremony at the college audi- of trade today, but the retail
the New York Republican. "But OF HEART AILMENT
on the Democratic ticket, and won torium tomorrow forenoon
signs
showed
decline
price
food
Mitchell
vocational
agritaught
A Community supper will be
at 11:I guess he thinks it will sound
by more than two thousand votes. 00 o'clock.
of levelling off.
culture at Dixon High SchOol in
served at Kirksey High School Frigood
politically
now
we're
that
Mrs. Virginia Ann Jones, 62, died day,
But he never held the seat because
Wheat opened 1-1-2 to 2 lei Webster Countygor two years after
February 27. at 6:00 o'cjoter.
This will be the tenth annual
getting close to convention time." of a heart ailment Mondae mornof a ruling that the race should citizenship day program held at cents a bushel lower. Corn was off graduation from college.
After
Almo and Sharp will open the
The menu features chicken with all
Mr. Truman's' program
calls ing at 3:00 o'clock at the home of the trimmings.
have been state-wide rather than the college. All students who be- 1-2 to 1 1-4 cents, and oats were that he served three and one-half
Fourth Dtstrict basketball tournain the third district alone. The come 21 between August 1947 and down 1-4 to 7-8 cents a bushel. years with the signal corps in the for 10,000.000 new homes during her son, Robbie Jones, neat Hazel,
The dinner is bein sponsored by ment Tuesctay. March 2. at 7:15
the next 10 years, including 500.- after an illness of 12 months.
next year he unsuccessfully sought August 1948 will be inducted as Lard, too, was lower.
Southwest, Pacific.
the Parent Tea
rs Association. p.m The tourney will be played
000 low-rent public housing units.
to become his party's nominee for citizens by President Ralph Woods.
Survivors include two sons. Rob- After the me is served _a musical at Carr Health Building on MurEarly bids for hogs's/tipped inMitchell Is a native of Clay. in
It
federal
proposes
Chicago
to
help
aid
to
were
50
huncents
the mayoralty election.
bie,
per
Commodore
Jones of Murray program
I be piesented for the ray campus.
The main address of the day will
Webster County. He and his wife
cities rebuild their slum areas and three grandchildren. yesterday's are inelghig they home
Other first round games match
entert
ment of the guests.
The tall, austere .Taglor was born
AltILYerstl_bY _Dz....Rainey T. dred pounds below
at. 403
leeoiiiiiiends
stronger
rent
-Hard-in against - hymi Grave at
at Knoxville, Term. He had lived Wells, past president of Murray prices. The trend was a continuation Chestnut Street.
Mts.--joites was a memoer
conlrols.
8:45 p.m. Tuesday; New Concord
in Louisville since childhood. Tay- State College. He will speak on of, yesterday's decline, in which
Oak Grove Baptist - Church where
Included in the duties of the
against Calvert City 2: p.m.
lor was
.a nephew of the late the duties and responsibility of a hog prices dropped $1 to $1.50 per new soils assistant
tag.h the house and senate were funeral services were held at
will
be
to
conhundred pounds.
Wednesday: and Benton against
Marion E. Taylor, who founded the citizen. a
to take up rent controls today. o'clock this afternoon und
the COLD AIR MASS
•
duct
the
soil
demonstration
proAt Washington, Sen. Ralph E.
Kirksey at 3:15 p.m. ,Wednesday.
distillery of that name. He was
The program will open with a
gram in the county, and stimulate The house was to discuss and pos- direction of Rev. L. G. Novell and
Brewers. Mbrray High, Murray
graduated from the University of processional by the college band, Flanders, R., Vt., said that the interest
approve a bill to .extend the Rev. T. H. Mullins. Burial...was in
in planting trees on, eroded sibly
NOT EXPECTED TO
Training and Hazel .drew firstpresent rent 'law for 30 ddys to the Oak Grove c etery.
Virginia with a A.B. and IIB de- followed by the entire audience steel industry must give the public land.
.
round byes.
the end of March. The senate
grees. He owned extensive realty singing "America". After the in- a better deal on prices or face
•
Pallbearer
ere Holland Jones,
possibility
government
of
heeded for a vote on its long- Othel Pa
The second round will start at
holdings in the city. Dann C Byck, vocation by Rev. Wendel H. Rone, the
all, Vester Paschall, HIT THIS AREA
super-Vision.
7:15 p.m. Wednesday with the
range rent bill which would con- James
president of the board of aldermen, Dr. Woods will give a short welester Foster, Hugh Alton
'
He said that if the steel industry
Brewers Redmen pitted against
tinue controls, with some modi- Fo'
has been named acting mayor pro come address and introduce the
and Aubrey Jones
NO MILITARY
Rain
fell
today
in
the
flooded
were declared a public utility
the Murray Tigers. The night cap
fications. until April, 1949.
tern. Thl board of aldermen will speaker, Dr. Weitz.
e .Paul Dailey funeral home
Yazoo
River
valley,
increasing
the
at 8:15 p.m wiel feature the winchoose a -Successor to Taylor withwas in charge of arrangements.
Music will be furnished by the its prices were subject to governOther developments:
threat to river towns protected
ners of the Almo-Sharp and Harin It days-and Byck already his college girls' string quartet. The ment review. Flanders' statement AWES CERTAIN
Wallace - Henry A.
ace
from
the
rampant
river
only
by
din-Lynn Grove tussels.
said he doesn't want the job.
rray Scout troop win be on was aimed at last week's price
assailed the European Recovery
earthern
levees
reinforced
sandby
Thursday at 7:15 p.m. the winOne of the more prominent fig- hand to give the Scout salute and increases announced by major proProgram as a "blueprint for war." ASSOCIATION
bags.
SAYS HOOVER
FOR
ducers.
ners of the New Concord-Calvert
ures being mentioned as • possible recite the Scout oath.
The third party presidential can-The levees 'protecting Green- City and Benton-Kirksey contests
Meanwhile, the downward slide
candidate to succeed Taylor is AnAfter the induction ceremony.
didate told t .house foeeign afweed,- Mita, -luive--absorbed-lint. will battle it out. Murray Training
priceiiispeared
NEW TORR. nix 21'(UP)-Fee- fairs conjt4tee that "ERP will
drew Broaddus:o was Weil- the college band will play "The
about all the water they can," ac- 'and Hazel will meet at 8.15 p.m.
mer President Herbert Hoover last 'not; pei5ote recovery but Ander,
. dent of the board of aldermen tin- Sear Spangled Banner." Rev Rone to have slowed up.
cording to engineers, and it was
A spot check of grocerf stores night urged a regional federation ini y postpone it" He proposed
The semi-finals are scheduled
der former Mayor Wilson Wyatt. will give-the Benediction.
feared that the new rainfall might for Friday night at 7:15 and 515
-The tall Sycamemi of the CUMMurray Wee one of the /int across' the nation -showed that of Europe under the United Na10-year $50 billion "new deal"
melt
them
out
entirely.
several
prices
foods
,basic
of
stay- tions to strengthen the Marshall rehabilitation program to be Caro'clock. The . finals will' be played
berland"-Congresambin John 11: colleges ht the country to *wee
"When the levees are wet all the Saturday night at 8:00 o'clock. Robsion-died at Barbourville last calisseagepp day and have special ed the same last week. Others Plan nations in.peace and
The Calloway County Association
ridaaeui by the united nations.
Mr Hoover,440 a spee
to the Such a program, he said, would for Childhood Education had as its way through, the dirt loses lie adweek. He was 75, and gained his induction ceremonies for student' dropped only slightly.
,
Many grocers said the end' of Sorts of the Revolution at a Washnickname because of his height. turning 21. The day is always
more economical in the long guest, the Marshall County Branch, hesive powers." an engineer said.
Robsion was first elected to Con- observed close to Washington's the price break seemed to be near. ington's birthday banquet at the run because it would be the on Saturday afternoon. February "Instead of a levee it becomes a
The price drop last week was much Waldorf-Astoria
Hotel, asserted "peace treaty to the cold war."
gress in 1919, and served in the birthday.
21, in a meeting held at tile Fine pile of mud and is very easy to NATIONAL TEACHER
less marked than it was the week that such a federation was needed
Representatives
until
House of
Singing cowboy-Sen. Glen Tay- Arts Building on the college•cam- blow out."
before, they said.
because at present "We have no lor says he won't spurn the votes pus.
1930, when he was appointed to fill
The river reached a crest of 40 GROUPS UNITE
However, some fonds-particul- certainty of military allies in the of either
an unexpired term in the Senate.
Miss Clara Eagle of the Fine Arts feet and began leveling off, but six
communists or "bank
arly
meat-continued
the
downworld."
He was defeated for re-election to
robbers" in his campaign for vice Department faculty had an interest- tributaries have flooded more than
ward trend which went into its
He said that the federation plan
ing exhibit of student work ar- 500,000 acres of 'surrounding low- IN ONE BODY
the upper House, but regained his
CHICAGO, Feb. 24 (Ulei- PRO- sharpest slide after the big break "Would avoid the United States president on the Wallace ,ticket.
seat in the House of RepresentaBut he added that if he's elected. ranged throughout the room. She lends.
DUCE:
commodity
on
the
markets
Feb.
4. being involved in military alli- he'll "do the things I stand for."
tives in 1934, and was re-elected
also rave a lecture on "Color will
The rain was general over the 'ATLANTIC CITY. N. J., Feb. 24
POULTRY: 16 trucks; steady to
Butter appeared to have continu- ances."
each term thereafter.
Big steel-Sen. Ralph E. Flan- give a school room the new look." Southern Plains and the .seuthesist In what was aclaimed today as a
firm; hens 32;. leghorn hens 21: ed downwards in some cities but
'Today we are not only comeiell- ders, .R, Vt., said big steel will She illustrated with some paper and extended as far North as MinMuch of his political success came
milestone in the history of Amerifryers 36 to 37; broilers 29 to 30; milk was up at many points, ed to remain armed on
what have to "set prices on the basis sculpture work.
through his.abilitY to remain close
.
nesota and
Wisconsin where it can education, the three leading
white rock springs 40; plymouth sometimes in the same cities which amounts to a gigantic-war
footing," of public interest" or take the
to the heart's of the people in his
Miss Margaret Graves had an ex- turned to snow.
national teacher organizations berock springs 40; colored springs reported a decrease In butter said Mr. Hoover, "but we must
real- consequences. Ale said the con- hibit of pamphlet's and childhood
- home district, in southern KeaTemperatures were falling in the gan functioning as a single, unifi37; young torn turkeys 40; young prices.
ize that in case some one would sequences might be government education magazines which were North Central states, but
tucky.
the Chi- ed organization to be known as
hen turkeys 48: young geese A;
Flour generally remained the make war upon us lee have no
Lieutenant . Governor
Former
supervision of the industry as a sent out by national headquarters. cago weather bureau said the drop the .American Association of Colswan geese 25; ducks 37; ducklings same this week as for last after certainty of military allies
in
the public utility.
Kenneth Tuggle has been named as
Plans were made for several could not be considered a cold leges for Teacher
Education.
37; common barn pigeons 2.00 registering a decided drop during world.
a possible Republican candidate to
Tidelands-Sen. William F. Know- members to attend the national wave.
Among the 260 colleges and
dozen; old roosters 19.
the
previous
seven
day
period.
"At
the
moment
Britain and land, R., Cal. said federal control convention in- St. Louis April 19succeed- Robsion.
The forecaster said that the cold universities affected by the merger
CHEESE: Twins 44 to 45; single
Many grocerymee claimed the western Europe might remain neu- of the oil-rich
And Kentuckians were shocked
air mass moving down from Canada is Murray State College., which is
tidelands would be 23.
daisies 48 to 47; Swiss 73 to 77.
"popular
belief"
that
prices
had
tral.
This is not an accusation as to a major threat to state sovereignty.
at a sordid story that came out of
Refreshments were served by was small and would decrease in represented in the new organizaBUTTER: 863,490 lbs; firm; 93 dropped actually was untrue. They their good faith or their
gratitude The supreme court decision, giving Miss Laurine Tarry, Miss Kathleen intensity as it moves southeastward tion by
Pineville. On the outskirts of the
President Ralph H. Woods
score 78 1-2; 92 score 78; 90 score said the decreases in some items for our having spent so
much the fedetal government power over Patterson and Mrs. Emma Dar- across the United States. .
city. Bell County Sheriff John • J.
•
Officials estimated that 75 per78; 89 score 77. Eirints: 90 score were caret by increases in others. American
treasure and blood M the Tidelands, has not settled the nall,
Howard discovered a pretty, menTemperatures
were above zero cent of all teachers entering the
78; 89 score 77.
their liberation from Hitler. It is question, Knowland said.
\,. tally-deficient 17-year-old girl who
over the entire nation except for profession will be prepared by
EGGS: (White and brown mixed)
Master Jimmy Boyd of Metropo- the bare stark fact of divided and
had been tied to a bed-post in the
Mrs
Harry
Wright
and son small isoLited spots, the weather colleges in the new association
Too much brass7-SenbGeorge
49,305 cases; firm; extras 70 to 60 lis, Ill, is spending thi; week with weakened European nations in
the A. Wilson, R., Ia , wants the sen- Micheal of Metropolis. Ill., are bureau Said,. and were.expected to which will
home of her griendmother since inexpand services formper cent a. 49 1-2; extras 60 to 70 his grandparents Mr. and Mrs. J. face of Red. armies of
$2,500,000
fanry.
ate to find out .how many combat house guests this week of Mrs. go to no lower than five below to- erly carried on by the American
per cent re 47 1-2,
Sammons.
T.
men
along
the
iron
curtain."
soldiers this country actually has. Wright's parents Dr. and Mrs. 0. C. night in North Dakota a,nd will be Association of Teacher Colleges.
. Betty Jean Blanton, the sheriff
soya, was sitting on the floor in
One report, he said, has it that Wells.
the coldest area in the nation.
the National Association of Collee. the home of her grandmother. Mrs.
there are only about 30,000 who
n and...Departments' of Education.
Lillie Mae Halo,- her left apn tied
could be sent into combat at once.
and the Naflonal Association of
behind Keil; a bed-post. The girl
Teacher Education Institutions in
can only nod her head and asy one
The T.V.A. forestry service has announced that the Metropolitan Districts.
word-"Mama"-the 'berg! refinal datetfor ordering pine and locust seedlings for The new organization, which will
ports.. She was committed to the
rflanting in Calloway County has been extended from operate as a department of the
• state mental hospital at Danville.
March 1 to March 15. Orders may be placed with S. V. National Educate', Association,
The grandmother says she kept the
ST. LOUIS NATIONAL STOCK Foy, county agent, or C. W. Mitchell, county soils assis- will be headed by Dr. Walter E.
girl tied because
was afraid-,
Hager. president of Wilson TeachYARDS. Feb. 24 (UP) (USDA -- tant, at the County Extension Offices.
she'd get out and hurt herself. No
ers College, Washington D. C. The
Livestock:
Approximately 125 high schoo' Milburn: Betty Ford iind Sidney ler, Sedalia; Mary Lou
charges have been filed.
Barnes and
newly-elected vice president of the
Hogs 12,800; salable 12,500; marstesibra. representing Western Ken- Edelstein. Morganfield;
Phyllis Betty Anti Reid, Reidland,
Residents of Kentucky towns
united organization is Dr. William
ket uneven; mostly 75c to el lower
tucky
high
schools,
will
be
guests
Hayes
and
Ruth
Atkinson,
Crofalong the Ohio River breathed
Joe Dixon and Martha
Marie than average Monday. FairlYe acS. Taylor. dean of the College of
easier last week as the river cres- of the Murray State College stu- ton; Saralee and Billy Joe Crass,
Education. University of Kentucky..
Gatewaod,
Fulgham:
tive
on
Patricia
Travdecline.
Bulk
dent
body
good
and
and
faculty
during
a
two
Murray:
Laura
Sue Griffith and
ted about two. feet above flood
"This merger of all the national
choice
180
to
230
lbs.
day
$21.75-22.50:
visit
is
to
and
the
Murray
Bettye
campus
Lou
Violet
Lamb. ProviWatts, Cuba: Boyd'Whitt and
stage The Ohio had been fed by
organizations of institutions whose
Kenneth Barnes, Symeonia; Opal dence; Edna Pearl Frederick and top. sparingly $2275; few down to
falling rain and melting snow in February 27 and 28.
printery interest% tri -tractser =War=
$21.50; 230 to 250 lbs $20.50.to 22;
The high school studentaitave ac- Faye Taylor and Helen Ryan, Ow- Herschel
Mitchell,
the upper valley, but it didn't do
Pembroke;
caton is another important stew*
250 to 300 lbs.. $19.25 to 20.75; few
much damage. A_
families in cepted the invitation of Dr. Ralph ensboro; ?ore! Belidereen_.and Jeanene Renter and Colleen Rot-leire tenprovement of the e cat on300 to 350 lbs $1`/.25 to 19.25;
eer, Centertown; Jimmie Manning
low-lying
in Newport and H. WOicek.-ATUrray president. to Zona- Lile, Lacy,
al profession." Dr. George .W.
Wallace Bennett and Lytle Ar- and Jimmie Schlomer, West Louis- 160 to 170 lbs $21 25 to 21.75: 130 to
Louisville we're forced to move, "see a cross section of college life."
Diemer, president of Central MisThe visiting student will be given nold,, Sacramento; Wanda Mathen- ville; William Apperson and Joe 150 lbs mostly $18 to 21; 100 to 120
but there were_no deaths ieported.
souri State College, Warrensburg,
lb pigs $12 to 16.50; good 250 to
Newport gleefully seized on the ex- tickets to Campus Lights of 1946, ey and Raymond Evitta, Graham; Bob McClain. Mayfield: Mabeline
declared
450
lbs
sows
$1850
to
17;
few
$17.25
annual
music
department
show
and
Wanda
Nell
Sheree
and Juanita Grclees and Eugene Martin. Corycuse to test the citylt new three.
New standards are to be merited
to 17.50; weights over 450 lbs., $15.75
million dollar flood-wall.
don; Mary Ruth Jones), Providence:
Later will share dormitory facilities with Belt, Tolu
-far - the preperation of teachers...
to
16.80;
few
$16.75.
Stags
$13.50
students.
college
Faye Lee Blagg and Paul Kline, Dorothy Cooper and Keith Giles.
city officials somewhat embarrassDr. Diemer, who was president
Also included in the two day pro- Brewers; Frances Baynes and Bur- Bandana; and Elste Irl Anderson to 15.50,
ed, admitted that the flood-wag
during the past year of the AmeriCattle
4,300;
salable
4,000;
calves.
wasn't working. It seems that gram, aimed at giving the visitors nice Denny, Ballard county; Betty and Evangeline Guess, Heath.
can Association of Teachers Col1,600.
all
salable;
supply
of
cattle
pumps were neected-and New- an opportunity to experience Cam- Black and Betty Thompson, HarMary Ellen McCullum and Norleges, emphasized.
modetate and market generally
pus life, are a dinner, open house din: Betty Lou Hill and Bobby ma Jo Majors, Sebree;
port didn't have them.
Frances steady on steers, heifers,
cows end
The General Assembly was pret- with faculty and student'body, con- Thomas. Hazel; Betty Cunningham leiuella Gilliam and Robbie Faye
bulls, although an undertone „of
ty busy during the week. It Ad- ducted tour of the campus, a lun- and Jack Salmon, Kirksey; Will R. Taylor, Hickman; Mildred Heflin
easiness in evidence. A.-few loads
journed one day in honor oi Mayor cheon, and an assembly where Dr. Bodkin and Bonnie Porter, Bard- and Wilma Hudson, Calhoun; Marand lots of medium to. low good
Taylor and Congressman Robsion Woods will give the visitors an op- well; Gail Fox and Beatrice Dunn, tha Sue McConnell and Shirley
steers $23.50 to 25,75; one string
portunity
to
ask
-"and quit Friday morning until
questions about Paducah, Tilghman: Edna Yewell Jane Ekdahl, Henderson Barret
common, $22.50; good heifers and
a
A junior high basketball tournaTuesday. And at one point during the college program at Murray.
and Ray Sutherland, Utica; Lois Manual; Pat Holland and Jim Raymixed yearlings $24111lo 26.75; medment will be ,,beld at the Murray
the week, it appeared that the
Seniors from Western Kentucky Ford and Charles Counts, Lowes; burn, Benton; GAeva Armstrong,
ium. $19.50 to 23.50; good cows $20
High school gymnasium Thurs.:We
House of. Representatives could be high schools who have already in- Louise Terrell and Maxine Bowles, Trigg county: Mildred Rhodes and
to 21.50: common $1750 to 19; canaccording to an announcement this
compared to Newport's flood wall- dicated that they will visit Mur- Blandville; Sara Clark and Ed- Carlene Lockhart, Lynn Grove;
ners and
cutters,
$14
to
17.50;
afternoon by Coach Dub Russell.
it wasn't working too well.
ray's campus pre:
ward Dougherty, Sinking Fork; Wanda Hall and Maynelle Gilbert, medium to
good sausage bulls $19
The Murray High and Fulton
Bills passed by the Senate inJ. B. Doolin and Charles Drake, Lula Dell Walsh and Emogene Dee- Wingo; Donald M. Fulton and Billy to
21.50; good beef bulls $22; good
juniors will open the play at 3:15.
cluded a measure to take the word Owensboro Technical; Eliza Louise son, Clifty; Jayne Hogan and Mar- F..Sugg. Spottsville.
and choice vealers $2 to 3 lower at
Murray Training School ahd,„Bentoti
"teachers" out of the four state Hart and Dorothy June Terrell, cella Wood, Butler; Bobby Carney
Mildred Blake and Lyndle Walk- $24 to 29: common steady to $2
.11
juniors will play the secoil game
- eeliefed---111 Richmond. Murray. Fredonia; Jane Mahan and Jerry and Sue Jewell, Fulton; L. C. Mid- er, Hughes Kirk; David Warren lower at $15 to
•••••
23.
.
•
of the afternoon session at 4:30.
and Bowling Green, Reese, Clinton Central; Frances kiff and Charles Bartlett, Dundee; and Ben Post, St. Mary's of PaduMorehead'
l
Sheep 2,500, all salable; few'
The finals will be held at 8:00
and approval of a proposal to con- Horton and Bob Wade, Murray Russell Taylor and Beverly Hines. cah; Julia Ann Millard and
Jackie early sales of wonted lambs upo'clock that evening. A trophy' QM
struct a 40-million dollar super- Training; Peggy Sue Moore and Lone Oak; Wanda Whitehouse and Whitoter.. Central City: and Jane ward
Faillast Service. U.S. Depertmeni of
to $22.75; about steady. HowAgricultural
be awarded to the winner.
highway from Covington and Louis- Jeanette Cissell, Cunningham; Ol- Adrian Hendrix. Ferdsville; Lyn- Burton and Ray
"He says he's tired of cutting, tufting, cutting all the
Samples, Arling- ever, not enough done to
tins. He's going in for
An admission charge of 15c and
ville to the Tennesitee border.
lie Mae Nichols and Bobby Green, wood Schrader and Florence .Mll- ton.
tabbed% market.
reforestation for a changel"
2k will be made for each session.
•
•
•

Students Turning
Twenty-One To
Be Inducted

Kirksey School- 1Colts, Ti S .
_ 1To Serve Chicken Draw
yes For
Supper Friday
F st Round-

EDUCATION OF
CHILDREN MEETS
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THE LEDGER & TIMES
W. PERCY WILIIAMS. PUBLISHER
JAMES C. W1LEIAMS, GENERAL MANAGER

Wheat Antes
Senator Ottaniel of Texas, one
never to hide his light under a
bushel, rose in the Senate last week
to denoitnee Secretary of- Agriculture Anderson as "the real gambler
in the wheat market and other corn• enodity markets'. He said that
-the bull operations of Secretar
Anderson since last July are wholly responsible foe the .40-percent
or 50-percent increase in tne price
,of wheat and worreepOnding increases in the prices of other grains
, . . . In my opinion, not a much
greater crime could have _ been
Med against the consumers
of the Nation than to have had
their: cost of living increased from
40 percent to 30 percent by speoto
teflon activities of their coin Government .

•
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He was quickly rebuked by Senators Lucas and Hatch. Said Lucas:
"Heretofore I have restrained myself beceuse I did not wish to dig-laity the junior Senator from Texas
by even answering the kind of
tommyrot and
poppycock
with
Which he has plastered the'floor of
the Senate from time to time . . .
It cannot continue without e decisive il:ISNS en and when it is'
answered in terms which thelanior
Senator from Texas will understand."
.
. Senator Hatch said: - . . . I had
no idea that the Senator from Texas
would rise in his place, uncle'
. the
privilege .of a United States Senator, and say the things whichhe
_has said about -our distinguished
Secretary of Agriculture-Personal
invective, mud-slinging and name _
.csianlglilneg-f-asseetth.co)urt
b
u,
iios
sup
opor
f at
figure
what he has said .."
2
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ed very re
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condition.
Mayfield ro

tree was planted yesterdax, in the court yard by a
group of business men of Murray. This growing p
laht was
.
placed -there in honor -of Paul Harris -who founded- the
--tei
_ civic organization known today as the Rotary Club.
•
- We feel that there could hardly be a greater memorial to thik little 'man who started a movement that en•
veloped" the whole world.
"The trees, the earth, the rain all work tmther—it's Jot difficub
Vane And _plumMet,1.0Ward tin
[Mite
Two__paracfogs
Icake_a
METHOD•_:-- Tirts tree: will _grow as the Rotary chid) grew, gradRESUCE
AIR
NEW
cooperate with theie:'—
tPittimi
ually. It will grow, this white oak tree, and will be here
earth. A sled anti parareseUer Will "hit the silk" right after them, assemble on the ground
long after Many members of the Murray Rotary Club have
and beat a trail to the downed flyers. This is part of the new air-rescue metIods beim
developed by Atlantic Division of the Air Transport Command for use in heavily woodet.
passed on, just -as Rqtary..has continued to live after the
not prohibit publishing political that this is an election year.
sections where helicopters are of no value.
its
founder.
recent death of
,
Drew Pearson, Washington colopinions in a union paper with a
regular circulation and regular sub- umnist, reports that Congressman
It is rather interesting to us why this man. Paul Har-,scription rates, and that possibly Harold Knutson's Republican asrim. started the Rotary club. In the beginning Mr. Harris'
the Government hassmade a mis- sociates were outraged when, withwas in a locality where he felt that in spite of his .friends TA
take. Clarification of the Jaw is out- their knowledge. he permitted
and ac(uaintances. there, was something lacking
in
his
urgently needed. Cases will almost an anti-co-op footnote to be added
TVA
A
life. He felt a lack of close friendship. He felt A lack of
certainingly so to the Supreme to the Ways and Means Committee
t. teurt
H
arecaring1s
5_ al,
rn
e_s:
sched
iuled
zT teuarbe
ryignie
mug :stone nun jus't for tdoinghe tu',e
it. Putting -it-}
report on- the personal income- tax
.
it) t. it.%Rita H. HERR01.1) se
another way.' perhaps we can say that he felt he could'
---bilL
amendments
to
the
TVA
'Act
proCorrespondent
Staff
Press
United
above. or to charge. excessive ine
render more servicelo society in general, if he were in a
S. V. Fey
•
posed by Senator McKellar of Ten- Dietary Shifts
-s •
nAsee. Three pther bills proposing
group Whose main reason tor being was to render service.
WASHINGTON
P -The next .1 tiettisP fees or to -featherbiel" by
Official report on flour consume- Aid be Earepe
demanding
pay
NOT
for
work
creation of -vitley authorities," in Hop just released here has millers
ROUNDWORMS IN SWINE
The Committee for Economic DeHe organi2ed such a group and they adopted the six months aill pievide important
the Missouri.. SaVanneh. and Co- truly worried. Consumption.in the velopment, one of the met con*este of the natiotis new leboy re- pert e-med.
'"
slogan "Service Above Self."
almost
known
been
for
It
hes.
penalties?
are
the
What
lumbia watersheds, await action, U.S. in 1945 was. 164 pounds per struetive of the postwar planning
Not too lot* a time passed until -other clubs were lations machinery establishud by
- The Libor Es.ard can order re- three decades that roundworms of Farm Bureau has opposed legisla- person, and in 1946 it fell to 157 .groups, 'came out last week with a
the Taft-Hartley law, se.
formed. all taking this slogan from the "mother" club. . nut is the coi.50,tisus of govern_ instatement of employes who have swine can be quite effectively con- tion
creating a Missouri Valley Au- pounds. Unofficial estimates for clear statement on European ReRotary Inis grown until now it .has 6,352 clubs.. in 80 countrolled by the :diligeet application thority, but has not taken action on 1947 set the
•
figure at only 146 covery. The urgent need now, the
rnentaanduetry and 1..bor union of- been discriminatorily' edischarg,d,
of the McLean County System of these bets.
tries. with a membership *of over 308.000.
h back Pay from employer
pounds. which the Milling industry statement said, is to increase wesficiale affected by provisions of
or1"
union, or both. It can order an end swine sanitation. Under manageWith service as the keynote, Rotary gave attention to the law thet was pasaed June
-tern European production by onesays is "alarming".
what could be dcuie for the club, community, vocations, 1947..over President Truman's veto, to any unfair labor practice and ment methods which prevail in Taft-Hartley Law Test
• Increased availability of other thirds Given that much improvehowever,
many
frequentareas,
pies
seek
court
enforcement,
e
in which
Indictment of Philip Murray, CIO foods after rationing was dropped, ment, "Western Europe will be on
and international affairs.
They bawd their predictien on the
case
offending parties arc liable ly become infested with round- president, and the CIO itself, on plus the wheat conservation pro- the way to prosperity-and prosSmall wonder they' that Paul Harris would be honor- fact that thousands of agreements.
sufficient
degree
worms
to
a
to
into fines •or
if thm violate a
charges of violating the Taft-Hart- gram. eeeras to be the main rese. t. perity
s powerful antidote for
ed by a group of men here in Murray, Ky. It has done the incluiing nunt of the major
terfere with profitable gains and Iley Act's ban against unions spend- for the
lab
'
ours ordel."
.
decline. Millers ate a long, Cartimunism-.
be
:slime thing for them -that-it did -for -Paul.Hirria _It bus contracts. will expire or will ,...„
particularly
losses,
death
capee
c Wharernione ran we
i the board
ing money in connection - with fads hard job ahead of them to restore
The rreport admitted that spendbetween now
made them feel worthWhift to their coinmunn.
°Pen.44)r revksit'n
''.."- i for elections and to bring midair when associated with infectious ertil election's will be first test. of flour
consumption
to pre-war ing for European aid will contribnext Aug. 31: .
disense. One of 'the more signifi- this provision of the Act.
- These -err many dubs-today -tashirineti on the -same
+tabor charges! - - - ute to inflation at home, and that
Indict- levels.
The application of the law to ', only -these
, local and mterna- cant recent cisvelopmerite aas been ment is based on use of
framework as Itotai,% All are designed to make the comtve must risk the chance that the -CIO
those agreements and to.cither reat-*! tienal uniens
which have Wed en- the use el sodium fluoride as a News to back one. candidate in a Co-pp Taiatton
'program will fail. "But there are
munity. the nation. and .the world a better Plate in which ters is explained
in the following i.,,,,4 s..enrese---nepar4 -411,
444-- She roundworm re_mcdy. Its etfective-:, federal election.
There is very little chance of 'much greater risks in a do-nothing
,tcrlive. The work of these Hillis might he •exixtained by queeiions and answers:
•
riesa and the ease with which it is . Senator Taft, co-author of the Congress
ficesecretary
rsha%of
,e flialtee
c.dr
r :
ao
tdn-co
whoseu
doing anything to change policy", the statement conelud.
saying that they' put the Constitution of the Unitet1 States
What said the parties do under
non-communist given combine to recommend it as law, was reported by the United substantially present tax laws af,the law regarding the illtecerneet
:and the Golden Rule to work.
‘
'
l I affidevits under. the Luber Board. probably the method of choice in !areas as saying that the law does fectipg farm co-ops. Main reason is
LEAD THE CLASSIFIEDS!
Give each other 0I3 days' ,••-•Ilee - As of Jenuary 31. seventy-nine of treating pigs infested with this
The
paraside.
drug
dry
is
mixed
We ieserve 44tir unkindest thoughts for the fellow re- of intantion to renew, modify or let
AFL
airL Unice.
,
23 of 41 CIO
them ,expire. If no agreement is : Unions
sPonsible for changing the size'of tke license plates.
and 41 independents had ss•itn the feed at the rate of 1 pound
reached in 313 days, then they file , met those
.•
of drum per 100 pounds of dry
„maimns
notice of unsettled disputts with I when
can ejection., be reiweek,de ground feed and fed for one day.
tne Tederel 'Mediation end Con-1 Unien:
and employers can est a Since the chemical by itself is very
ciliati ,n S.-rvice.
barneining electieh at any tiini, but poiseneus care should be taken to
Is there a penalty for striking only once a
year in the same plant. mix it dry ad incorporate thorwithout giving smith ae,dee?
Heretofore, the, privilege of seek- oughly with the feed, to avoid acYes. If er mploye s strike before ing elections
es_
was denied employ- cidental poisoning of either chilHoes. •
HARMON 'it
Bs
the end of the 60-day period, they ere. Unions
also cell request a dren or animals through leaving
Unifrd Press Stall Correspondent was assigned tofetch a bundle of
lose their "rights to sole i any bar- union shop
election if 30 per. cent any of the drug within reach.
lumber and put it before the gaining. election and to claim un24
WASHINGTON Fe
UPi
Iteisearco now in progress gives
of the employes approve. Thirty
George Washington once described senator's private ctair Aftes the fair labor practices. until aria un- per cent of the employes may ob- promise ef wielding us soon with
the U S Senate as the sauce* tin* Opening prayer..Sam would whip less they are eeinstated by their tam n an election to decertify a union new acid non-toxic compounda that
in which the tea of the house brew out his !roe -Wicker and start pi-- empleyers.
or withdraw union shop authorize- will prove highly effective for ridLag shavings •it front of hams •
What k tfee Federal Mediation Hon. But when
is cooled.''
the election ac- ding animals of roundworms.
asul
Cementation
Sert.ire?
If he happered to be interested
tually is held, it takes a maIn the old, old days the senators
Ao
indeperelent
ecy
.e
headed jority to decide.
Most of us readily see the necessity for lite insurance, accident insurgave the brew a fast, ,figurativini in the senate debate he'eeould do
Ching es director, to
chilling with eonstderable dignity a r°uf-xle spit-and-whittle'job. by Cyrus
Can males& be sled?
ance
and hospitalization to provide for our loved ones in their time
mediate
labor
- management dis. Ettit if his colleagues were arguing
Yes, in federal district, ceurts
going into the blowing
what' he considered trivia. Sari putes ,
for
breach
of
contract, unlawful
of need. Why, then, should burial expenses go unprovided for?
The dignity"-deek-tugh in traWhat strikes or disputes does it boycotts and
of boata
jurisdietional, steikes.
rve•°u! 'nude"
dition. has 'sifted down througb
"
STRAIGHT FROM WASHINGTON.
And send tam to constituents GI handle?
There's a sound and practical program now, whereby you can provide
About 30, suits have *so far been
the ages. The senate is forma'. voting age.
St. Lawrence Seaway.
Only those Which substantially filed.
and so is mast everything, that
IN ADVANCE to meet complete funeral tosts for all membErs of your
. or
Sen Charles Sumner 'was knewn affect interotate• commerce:
What union severity can be
goes into it. Iltsasailcaresident
The Senate last week ended deas the earpulling senator, ale had "Which imperil the national health
Fantioi
'still whacks for urder ewith _the a habit, when excited,
place
of
the
closed
shop? bate on the proposed antreerneht
family. Extremely low payments are made the way you choose.
of erabbing or. safety." The service can refer
T l- •
shop is forbidden. An hied treatyi between U. S. 'and
very gavel used by the cowmenthe nearest 'page boy ty the ear a dispute of the Latter .kind, to be.
employer
may grant a anion shop Canada for development of the St.
tal coniress.
lobes. Once, in a .spell of excite- President for appointynent or a
What a relief to know that all these expenses and details will be taken
Although there isn't a snuff- ment during a session. - lee hooked fact-finding panels The President provided - Si per cent of employee Lawreilernseawey, and agreed Pi
sniffer in the. upper house noes onto the ears of e knickered lad can seek i. court injunction to halt iti a plant vote for it. He may check vote on it February 27, opposing
care of by the FUneral Director of your choice at such a time of stress
so far as is known: the old snuff and marched him up and down the such • Alike pending the pencils off dues only if individual author- ,.forces are not divided on political
Senator Ives of- New York
in your family! No added financial strain . . . and no red tape.
boxes remain. Two of .them. ate- aisle, for 10 minutes before he. report and further niedialints• Sas" ized by the employes.
kept filled, although the smelt.
an injunction could halt for 80i May government employes strike? opposes the measure, even. though
realized what.he Was doing.
probably
his Orme friend .wel
stale
pow-red.:I
and
ally,
strike that woad "imperil
Legend seas that the eenator Pat days
N''
Governor Thetnias E. Dewey, favors
enough to tickle up a :'sneeze at a rote vsheei the young,stor grew the natienal health or safety."
Is
union
political
ADVANTAGES OF THIS BURIAL INSURANCE PROGRAM
activity'
!halIt'
the *Ind is right
10 paces
Are any ether stejlies Hiegel?
• --The_ td'ttin satifTschisterLAnied-t-r--Senator
--tirei.
riowe_ververs
_
toy
.blot ink in the quill pen Aye
•
mai7.:-.1
117i.e
.al. any strike far' unitio
•You meet funeral expenses In advie_ce. it automatically becomes a conventional
as Well a a Corporation. ti make power development, Is against destill ratet
on
ch eenator's desk
recognitiote for jurisdietion slyer
life insurance policy
a contnisution er 'expenditure in eeiopment of channel for navigafor the same face
Some even. use _then%
work. tee hie tile closed shop, Ji
* Payments can be made on several easy amount'arid at the same low rate!
eonnectiim with n :bat-twit eTet- tion. Senator Loden, of Maj•jIa•
The ei_e_naloli" of- today are mask
also outiiervo the seco:Ldory Vomit.
ehusetts
strongly Apposes it, while
taut), primary, political .convention
plans, weekly, monthly or annually.
.1
of the sem-. rugged individual-, Leend* r
Hen can the goVernmenI hat et
Ferguson of Lawrence
entracte. That pnvtEton is being former President Herbert Hoover
*Cash values and extended insurance
laic timber as their Taar,
la
aebearn
these
strikes?
has been en record -repeatedly in
county owns .110 New Hampshire
te ed in the
Sen Clyde _R- Huey carries ,op Pullets that
The Netconal Labor - Relations
*All details are handled by your own
-the eiest as favoring it. Senator Taft
values also protect you.
had laid enough eges
the North -Carolina teadit.on be- by jane, 1!t0 pay,
is asteinet pushing the project now.
What Omit welfare hinds?
local PunereDirector, leaving you free of
for themselve, Hoard and its .general -counsel.
gun-in -the norsey 18803 He wear* yk 51 40
Empleyers may front riblte• . to The Farm Bureau has favored the
ODOUBLE INDEMNITY • f
inert; tin+ above feed Robert N. Denhorn. are authorized
these addedwouies.__
-- `--- - - - .
re U
rum
event of accidental death, (between the
t
to obey the -injunctions Makes the money 'fa 'held in trust for Payeach session. newel gets his white neck .
4
. cc.,00ing
vounty Agent
ages 5-and 65) the face amount of policy
*The
funeral
your
plan
calls
for
v.ill
clipped aad .alwaj-s sports a red 1,;
be
tioions--anci
their
otUeerr
moot
Amble
to
.e
',4o
I
rnployes.
dependents or
Mps,re u.re due to proper
carnation in his Senior hole •
1, semeestee reading plus 50'utrcen fine* or hill-seitteners: - •- 'families -for madreial cafe Pensions:
provided breety of the )01 mcmbeits of in cash will be paid the beneficiary, in
Seri
n
. Overton
- pr•gloction in the months uoten egg ' What k the National LabornRe- death benefits, accident or
Kentucky Funeral Directors Burial Asso- addisiors to the funeral benefits!
no truck ji,oth s,olating of Old- I pieces. were high.
lations Beard'
insurence. • Ernplocers must
.
ciation throughout Kentucky.
This
4
an independent live-man be given an equal- voice"
in oithninislir" hill
"My stomach swelled with gas
Each '?"ihrLhc
-41‘""i
" SearT-"t---)(1"7( r"tfr
end tacks up a reported
hammer
"Keeney established by the act' to I tration of the fund and ths schedout rill"•.
GET FULL DETAILS NOW:
withering an average
until I could hardly breathe." said
rut hold elections tendelermthe whether ule of benefits must be
sign in his office letting eae1 F- 1
*Age limits are day of birth to age 94
ei,gs a day Dom a flocks
specified in one man living near here: "I
ea empioye*
_ sica
For complete details
- of the Kentucky Funeral
body know he keens all alenoily pullete put in a modern
or a "Insion, whetherl writing.
,
The entire family is eligible. No Medical Directors
20-4rcouldn't sleep, in fact had horrible
Burial Association's BURIAL INSUR.
friey want
menti on standard' tnot- clay- IcyliTgThouse Jan. 1.
union 'shop. pr to dei nightie Was always constipated. I
examination - required.
.
ANCE PROGRAM
.
.
cei illy e union ?hi 1,) withdraw
light saving
•
•
(e7rit
!got INNER-AID Oh! what relief!
see your own Fu.
e
Sen Thentilifte,Franels Green
unioh shisp atith.rization. It alen
It worked so much gas from me
nostics7.70e.e1,01:
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*A $200 funeral for a baby can be pur- neral Director, or
\Vant
that my otivich rrsiticed 4 inches.
•
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• drivers and: rider only.street CA's
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I
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for
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tail breathe freely again. Sleep
cue
—7Tel- 1E4.7 tan:tot
-He
Corr.Munity pianning• committees Practice. Thc• beard acts only after
*Fenerel ' Directors
Elsspite prices• et'12r, • , 32 75 a soundly now. Bowels also have
. like the neu tangled motor-drivena ih Caldwell iounit'are' conetaeeleg it hat been petitinned be. n unle
ion& -stores in Data'as.. county been given a Greet
Cleansing"
*Should ths Ansurcd move to another Burial Association,
buses. Teo smelly. Moil It the sainelineresidng coin p_-_keiefs- by- using bet- ernialor 17S' individual
oye.
rcpuet big sales of loth'', clever
Inc., McClure Bldg.,
INNER-AaD is the .new mixtooe
Statc after taking out one of these policies,
.` • tirr.c.• "unsafe". because- they dOntIlter lend. by • applying more fertiaWhat are weak tabor prattlers?, seed. Meny efasitirre dni, sowing of
it•••••••••••••••••
12 Juices from Nature's Herbs, It
Frankfort, Ky.
1011114, 441XIATION use
follow the, charter trail. of the. ier and by Planting hybrid
Eiliployers, as tinder the Wz•imeir ladino clover, with baleen • . red- has- relieved many
. varies
Conon*, 1157, L. W &wit C., Loopias„-X•
people who had
I
- - .
trustworthy tracks.
County • Agent R. A.' Mabry 'Act; are still iirbidden to inter- tope and timothy -to imprev• •
pas- never been really helpel before by
'North skys „these practices should boost fere' with. retrain hr • coerce ern- tures or start new.
Sen - William Langer
(.nes, accerdiog any medicine. Take% shortly.before
30 cert.- incieles- ;Jere Yields frorn trre preseut aver- ployes'In their efforts •to orgarize tu County Agent' JulienSE.
Dakcof cheo s
The Max H. Churchill Funeral Home
'elcClure. meals it mixes with your food. thus
The 4..H. Churchill Funeral Home
but without taking Wf the eel- age of 23. bushels .to 40 bushels, -unions. Employees are
Mae H. ('hurchill, Oaner. Murray. lltr •
forbic_idnil Sore ern sptvilng ladine _clover and 'eliminating the poisons that foster
R. it
hurt hilt. Owner. Murray. to
•
'•
ThIrivourri mem that -Cern now lit refuse in bargatif:Arttlt a imb
ophene.
stomach trouble. It will cleanse the
The. aeoates of yesterday had their EroWn on. ,30.11010- acrw_eicuid be certified,tt. reitirrinia, the- eraoloyecihictitskoci-clivostork----gwrielbetiori, hetWithe elele.grer from stomach, engrown or: 21.000 acrestgliFying'.0.000- F..,r the first time:- the law tints 'the giTirWit,-sif 'dairying. and
Aare of, lovable characters. 'too,
The Dailey Funeral Home
the desire liven liver sand 'remove old bile
•
John Shroat, Murray, Ky.
u_o_Cl.,f_o_r__hayia_nd-gr
Tho
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,
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.
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Old Sam - Houston.of Texas .was' acres to
les
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'
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to iMproveaseils are focusing- on
torifear
.
Paul Dailey, Owner, Hazel. K
the- system. So don't go on,
Phone 184-M
Write P. 0. Box 382
,
an incurable whittler Each morn- .
bid- eat on More „and. better -grass, suffering! Get INNER-AID. Sold by I
session day.. a 'pogo boy. Rea414edger acTunes Classifieda.- den to enkagetn, the strikes filled McClure said. ,
ing ifall drug stores.-Adv.

FT-HARTLEY ACT FACES
TFSTS IN COMING MONTHS

TIMELY TOPIQS
From The County
Agent
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U. S. Senate Is Full Of Tradition And Legend
'
But Today s Members Are Also.41dividualized

NOW...

AN EASY INSURANCE PLAN TO
MEET FUNERAL EXPENSES IN ADVANCE!

FARMING IN
WASHINGTON
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T‘so Pullet Flocks
Give Good Returns

Gas Almost
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FOR SALE:
2-ton price
Roberts. Va
day; 295-W

FOR SALE:
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rebuilt liki
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10:30, rain I
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For Sale

For Rent

CROSSWORD PUZZLE
33-To wrap for
burial
35-Manor court
36-Frothed
99-To wash rightly
42-Musical note
43-Watery part of
blood
45-Pro —
46-Chnck to learn
46-Reaches (Scot.)
50-To droop
51-Mate deer
53-Dines
55-Pronoun
66-Ointment for hair
59-Worker
61-Fort
62-Country in
Europe

ACROSS

ROUGH LUMBER - Poplar and kelt RENT.
Thress,georn apt, See
oak. All lengths. Uitiform widthi B. B. Dill al Dill Electric
Co.
and thickness. Accurately sawn. or call 879 or 8774
F26c
See John A. Nance, Nance Bros.,
New Concord, Ky.
MlOp

Lost and Found

FOR SALE-Warm morning stove
with jacket.
,practically .riew; pricLOST-Pink gold Bulova wrist
ed very reasonable-Mrs. Nellie watch with
band to match, bePigue. Route 4, Murray (near
tween my home and Lynn Grove
Wiswell)
F25p High School. Finder please return to Rob Ray and receive reFOR SALE: Closed in jeep. Best
ward. Phone 11324. .
F25c
condition. West of Five Points on
Mayfield road. J. C. W,Y1118. 1P LOST: Pointer Birddog white with
lemon ears, name en coliar ,s
FOR SALE:• 1947 Chevrolet truck W. G. Mattingly, Padticah, Ky
2-ton priced at $1500. See Clyde finder please eel 011ie Brown.
_
Roberts, Varsity Grill. Phone
1080.
lc
day; 295-W nights
F28e

1-To chatter
11-Ptanted
11-Rubber
13--A doubting
Apostle
16-A state *abbr.)
1A-Deer
17-One of
Columbus's ships
16-Finale
20-Untied
23--Sesame
14-Sewing kit
26-0ay
26-Raised highway
39-Musical
composition
31-PlIantlr

L2

3

a

5

ii
64

iia9

FOR SALE: International tractor
,.with full equipment, completely
rebuilt like new. Several sizes
and models Joe Martin Co. Dover,
Tenn., Phone 12.
F28p

ficuit

Notices

ii colessman
in as, withmined
added
imittee

DON'T FORGET our Auto Auction
Sale every Saturctay beginning at
10:30, rain or shine. $2.00 if they
don't sell, $10.00 if they do sell
Anybody can sell ... anybody can
buy-Main Street Car Exchange
and Auction Co, Hopkinsville
Ky.

Re-teit- - -

NOTICE - LOOK - LISTENDuring this coldd, weather is the
time to have your refrigerator
completely gone over and any
trouble corrigtted-repalnteci, belts,
gaskets. etc. replaced and avoid
- trouble in hot weather,--Carter
Sales and Service, Tel 18, Paris,
Tenn.
Morrie

tic De-t con-

anning

with a
in Reny, the
e wesy one'provebe on
prosite for

NOTICE: Community supper at
Kirluiey High
School. Friday
night Feb. 27 at flOO o'clock
Tickets; are 50c-adults 25-children
F26p

spendontribid, that
rat- The
ire are
tottnng

Sanders Bros., owners of Dixie
stock -firm in Choitod -county,
have purchased a power sprayer
for using 2,443 for controlling
weeds in corn and othre crop'.

11dR's.

If Stomach Gas or
Sour Food Taste
Robs You of Sleep
Here's How You May Help,
Whether You Eat 500 Pounds
or 2000 Pounds of Food
In a Year
'You can't feel cheerful, be bappy
sleep well, if your stomach is always upset. As age advances the "old stomach"
needa_rnore help The reason Is this:
Ever-Mine ftiod enters the stomach
vital gastric Juice mustsliow normally to
break-up certain food particles: else the
food may ferment Sour food, acid Indl(lutton and gas frequently calms• mowbid, touchy, fretful, peevish, nervous
condition. logs of appetite, underweight,
restless sleep. weaned..
To get real relief you must Mcrae*
the flow of this vital gastric Jules. Medical authorities, in independent !slush"tory tests on human stomachs, have by
parities, proof shown that 888 Tonic Ia
atria-singly effective In Increasing this
flow when It Is too little or twenty due
to • non-organic stomach disturbance.
This is due to the 888 Tonic formula
which contains very special and potent

acti•suns Ingredients.
Also. $uss Tonic helps 11111A -tip non,organic, weak. watery blood in mutri-

•

jtional anemia-so with a good flow Of
this gastric digestive juice, plus rich redblood you should eat better, sleep bettor,
feel better, wort better, play better.
Avoid punishing yourself with overdoses of soda and other elk/tillers to
eounteract gas and bloating when what
you so dearly need la 888 Tonic to help
you digest food for body strength and
• repair. Don't wait, Join the host at
happy people R88 Tonic ham helped.
Minims of bottles sold Get• bottle CIE
855 Tonic from your drug store today.
888 Tonto helps Riltld sorely iteartst

Ban Bubble Gum?
Never! Says Man
Who,Makes It .
By BOB MAHER
United Press Staff Correspondent

2.04
25
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ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLI.

kil4M1j MEW. ECOP
MOW MEI IQIF4
a40aNLINN IT
PMUMU TORQ ME

rimp msu

Jr UTIAMORMM
MOM EVU POPP
WUMMOPUWW OP@
UMW EMU
AMTAWC MONO
ORM Oall1MUMUU
@OPT RUM PT=
PEEN A04 POWP
0085
1-At once
I-Sun god
1--8hade tree
4--River duck
5-Mlvtake
6-Street ,abbr I
7-Exclamation
6-Triumphed
la-To etre Off
10-Man's name
11-sTurkiah ruler
12-Stidden rush
IS-To tabor
19-Stupid person
21-0o for boatrlde
23-To embark on
25-Thoughts
27-Possessive
pronoun
30-Ear shell
32-Spirit lamps
ft-Spooky
16-To grasp
37-14555
38-Nob:man
40-Flower organ'
41-Ardent
44-Butchers'
products
4'7-Unexclting
49-Haiti
82-Mild oath
54-Hawk parrot
67-Child's word for
father
68-Printerg Measure
00-Chinese weight

Vet ans Top
Civil
In
-Benefits
NASHVILLE. Tenn.. Feb. 24
(UP)-Termessee World War two
veterans have received about $38,000.000 more in "readjustment allowances" in lest than three years
than unemployed cieilian workers
have received in unemployment
compensation in 10 years, it was
announced today.
State Employment Security Director W. O. Hake said World War
Two veterans have been paid $95.820,243. in unemployment or selfemployment allowances since Sept.,
1044. On the other- hand, he said,
civilian workers have been paid
only $67.086.388.85 since the unemployment compensation prograra
began 10 years ago.
Under the "G. I. Bill of Rights"
a veteran i-day collect $20 a week
for a maximum of 52 weeks as a
readjustment allowance for unempleyment. A self-employed veteran
may collect up to a total of $1.040
in 11 payments in cases where his
net income is less than $100 a

Residents Objected
The residents of St. Germain are
not impressed and say that the

LEFT BANK GAYETy
IN PaST-WAR PARIS igcak-"PqTourists Pck-a°4A -THING OF THE PAST
By'DUDIRY HARMON
.
United Press Staff Correspondent
PARIS (1.7P-In the opinion of
experts, Montparnasse center of
pre-war" Left Bank gayety is dead.
Worse than that, according to
artists and writers, it has become
' bourgeous." The once-Bohemian
district on he edge of the Latin
Quarter is considered stuffy today.
The Dome.. the Rotonde and
ether' famous cafes have changed
character. Stolid, middle - aged
Parisians and family groups from
the country now dine where Ernest Hemingway and bearded painters held court. The -one-time crowed-terrace-6i The '11:Tane" is often
empty because of the soaring price
of drinks.
Post-World War II intelleetulis
have filtered down the narrow,
Curving streets from Montparnasse
and established themselves in a
new quarter. The area. nearer the
Seine than Montparnasse, is -dominated by the church of St. Ger-'
main des Pres, with its medieval
_
_
1-0%verTradition liners
Picasso's home and the studio- of
Raymond Duncan - are in the
neighborhood. The American writers, Tennessee Williams' and Carson McCullers, live nearby.
The pre-war tradition of long
hair. beards and corduroy jackets
lingers on in the new area, and
"American" is- heard as often as
French.
Conservative
residents
complain about the influx of fbllowers of two new philosphoic anci
aesthetic movements - existentialism and 'expressionism.
The expressionists also are talking of setting UP a night club and
are designing a costume supposed
to interpret their doctrine of freedoe: and Feel of inhibitions.

are haviN.-shard time
keeping up with which particular
care is vogue among the new
Bohemians. Before the war Les
Depux Magots was popular with
writers and artists.
Then they flocked next door to
the Fiore, and Les Deux Magms
became "bourgeois." Many intellectuals are now moving to a tiny
bar a few doors away, the Montana. Everybody knows everybody
else and it is -more like p club
than a public bar.
' Tourists flock to one. cafe 'and
gape at other tourists. unaware
that "the group" has since moved
elsewhere.

Nitrogen and DDT
Boost Production
of BIuegrasi—Seed
Tests made by the Agriculture
Experiment Station in Central
Kentucky last year indicate that
bluegrass seed -yields may be multiplied four or five times by applying nitrogen fertilizer to increase
fertility and by dustng with DDT
to kill insects.
Top-dressing with 80 pounds of
rer nitrogen -to the-Wert
dusting with 30 pounds of a 5 per
cent DDT dust brought an average
yield of 802 pounds of cleaned seed
or 69 bushels of rough-cured seed
an . acre' with u clean out of 61.8
per cent.
This compared to an average yield
of IN 'potmds of cleaned seed or
28.2 bushels an acre, with a cleanout of 37.8 per cent, where there
-- et

Planning Better Crass •
Harlan 'county_ farmers are_plan-.-___
o sow mixtures of orchintr- •""
, relfrp -and- telpet.ralt to
prove grass production. Some are
trying berrhuda grass, burr clover,
bluegrass and ryegrass. Fred Breckman, asistant eounty agent, says
the high price orseed is preventing
extensive seeding of Ky.-31 fescue.
A corn yield goal of 40 bushels an
acre already has been passed, the
average last year being 45 bushels.
VETCH SOWED IN HARLAN
Harlan county farmers last year
sowed 14,000 pounds of vetch and
crimson clover seed and 600 bushels
ot bathe rye -tor cover crops.
according to Farm Agent Allan C.
Davis. they- planted- -00 -peP-trent of
the corn land, or 3,090 acres, to hybrid vefieties. They also sowed. 45
acres of altalfa.
was no treatment:
Top-dressing . with nitrogen alone
increased lhe yield to 341 pounas
of cleaned' seed or .49 bushels of
rough-cured seed to the acre, with
a clean-out of 48.9 per cent.
Dusting with 30 pounds of 5 per
cent -DDT dust to the acre, without
applying nitrogen, increased the
yield of cleaned seed to 289 pounds
36- bushels nt-rough-rurecrsetd;
with a clean-out of 56.8 per cent.
In dollar terms, on the rough- ,
cured basis and 1947 seed prices, •
almost $53. an acre was realized
oeer and above the cost of materials. where both nitrogen and DDT-'"-:
were used.
"
The tests were -made in a 100-acre pasture on the farm of J. D.
Gay, Jr. in Fayette county.

52
BOSTON IU.P.)-A Boston Manu/ Z
51 5$
'mouth.
facturer has announced a nation. Hake said 134,000 Tennessee vetwide drive to thwart the "impendILI
erans have received "one or more"
ing threat" of prohibition.
checks for varying periods of on- No, relax. Not scotch or bourbon
Saw Os 1:
how,launivouc. i.
-employment-- and- that - 34-934 have
zbabie gum.
"exhausted their rights to allowIt seems it's that bad. 'Hie its;
ances" by the end of 1947. Paydustry faces a crisis. Groups of
ments to sell-employed veterans
parents and teachers have formed
-totalled $28.427,109, he added.
angry anti-bubble' gum cliques, he
Cissilian unemployment compenBy OSCAR FILAlaY
said. One Pittsburgh dentist even
was a great rider. Mac vas. and sation payments totalled .$10733.went so far as to say the balloon- , United Press Sports Writer
I hear he joined aleholics anony- 103.06 last year, the commisioner
ing confection caused buck teeth.
NEW YORK, Feb. 24. (UP)- mous and is working in a Jersey said. He- added that the unemploy-This is absurd,- scoffed Thomas Torchy Peden, the "old man" of brewery."
ment security division also rejectG. Wilder. vice president of Guni the six-day bicycle racing rack.st,
One of Peden's greatest bike ed claims for unemployment cornProducts, Inc. "rsevryone knows sprawled his half acre of bone
thrills was setting a motor-paced ,pewsstirni- last year because the
that if you huffed and puffed hard and muscle over, a creaking sofa
uf 76 miles per hour on his chittna . failed to meet requirements
enough to distend your teeth you'd today and prophesied that the time
of the law,
bike in 1931.
make very inferior bubbles. 'That rapidly was running out when he
Chief causes of unemployment
-It was quite a ride," he mused.
is common knowledge."'
Could make his groceries aboard
last year were listed by Hake as
part
to
stay
"The
worst
was
trying
Manners Needed
a frail 21-pound bike.
on top of the bicycle. Imagine the lack, of housing in places where
"But," he admitted, "there are a
The 220-pound Torchy, a. square Ida APL-Letourneur must have
few things that must be remedied. cut six foot, three inches, has got when
he, went thej milts per stand.' he insisted
-I've been one
Kids have to itic* to chewing bob- •
been riding as a DM since . 1929-_hour in_ an,iiereall4c _knocked of the_fortunate ones."
ble gum and stop wearing it. Also, Competing
AN ERROR AND ET
against the best, the my record into a cocked hat"
But Torehy, as he nears trails
this business of popping bubbles in Canadian athlete. won. 38
of 143
spills,
Peden,
in
his
numerous
end,
dill
has
one
goal he'd like .o
11)0 Sheets to the Box
school and church must stop. Those races and, cutting his training
things are getting on people's grind, has eyelet, some 300,000 "made five pieces out of my • col- reach. McNamara rode in 157 races; jobs were open, shortages and high
lar bone." and had a bunch of Gerard Debates in 148, and Torc- costs of materials: seasonal laynerves." miles.
ribs and hand and foot bones hy in 146. The big fellow would offs, and difficulty in matching an
If the youngsters of America
"I'm lucky to be back noes. 'at broken.
like to top them all before lie applicant's qualifications with the
aren't taught bubble-gumming eti- 42," he explained. "During the
"Nothing serious, you under- calls it a day,
specifications of employers.
quttte, said Wilder, "the next thing war I was a physical instructor
we know there'll be a law against with the R. C. A. F. You can bethe gum.
NANCY
Leaving No Telltale Marks
By Ernie Bushmiller
lieve me when I say it kept me
-There's no reason why bubble in pape. because I'd take five
blowing and popping shouldn't be different groups of runs of from
accepted on the Park Avenues. the five to seven miles every day, in
PUFF - PUFFOH, DEAR --- I
OLD
Beacon Hills and the Nob Hills of addition to calisthenics and other
PUFF
WISH
COULD
PUFFy
I
FLOORBOARD
this country-once the young are events.
IS A ENG
TOUCH THE
IT'S NO USE
taught gum manners.
"But I must admit," Peden conHELP
'Clubs Being Formed
FLOOR
tinued In his soft voice, "that I
-The industry is trying to do just can't' expect to go on much longer.
that. Clubs are being formed in The six-days are coming back
the larger cities," he said. "The strong and once the younger crop
youngsters will be given rings and gets the swing I'll have to get off
badges and lapel buttons in ex- my bicycle."
change for solemn vows not to
The huge man with the red
chew gum in the wrong places.
hair and friendly blue eyes will be
"They'll have to promise not fo, sorry when that time arrives bemake a thunderous din
while cause, as he puts it, he has "had
chewing-and not to discard the a lot of fun."
stuff on the living room floor. - He hasnt' done too badly finThings like that.
ancially, either, for a fellow who
"The bubble gum business also fell into the six day business quite
has an answer to charges made by by accident.
the Pittsburgh dentist," Wilder
"I wanted to go to the Olympics
said. "Seeing is believing. so we in 1928 but I wasn't good enough
have arranged for two Brooklyn, at track or swimming to make the
N. Y.. children-Coward and Ann Canadian team," he recalled. !I
ABBIE an' SLATS
C.Ipari Caetil Some
By Raeburn Van Buren
Ruskin-to tohr various cities and figured out the Canadian cycling
show people their teeth.
team was the weakest of the lot
"Both chew bubble gum. Neither so I did a bit of training and made
4
4
. Pc/ES I
wiftl
.r:_l
TI:
e RIGHT! IF 1
THAT'5 FINEOF COURSE! LAST ANY ARRANGECAME A5 FAST A5 I COULD.
has buckteeth. And, what's more," the squad."
DO- Mt- YOU WANT CHAR.LIE
NI6HT I ARRAN- MEN1' YOU MAY
YOU REMEMBERKED
ANC),
A6
Af
YOU
said Wilder in a final liiumphant
The Olympic event dte entered
THAT4 20505,MR.DROCKS,YOU'LL
HAVE MADE WITH
C1E0 WITH ROB
CHARLIE 200061
tiouirsh, "their father is a dentist." was the 10.1-m4 road race but
OVER THE PHONE,
MAKE'YA.lit PEAL
MC REI300 FOR
Mc RES013 DO NOT
COuR6E.
OF
MENTION
DIDN'T
I
Torchy finished far out.
ISN'T
YOUR ANC)TO INTERT CHARLIE.
THI5 MEETI
Nearly 30 per .cent of the farms
"Had two .punctures within dill
IT?
AS FOR MC,- THERE ARE
HE MAKE --'I
60ON FOR
in the United States are- rented first 10 miles," he grinned, rubbing
TO ANY-4
i
Ht
IS
..4
TRAN5and 6pelvaTed -by" YFra air E!
red eyebrows.'Wit after Mit
RRANO
-°C
17
C1E RS
T-8-Eg
CAN ALW
j6SREW9
AY5 . CiA
CONTIDIALI
Olympies I won races in Warsaw,
'wow%
ERE'S
c THERE'S
C/ET ANOTHER BUT
NOW.
NENTAL
London. Glasgow and Paris. setARRANC/ER
ONLY ONE
RADIO
ting LS mile records in Eogland
5TARTIN6
and Scotland." -POSZANT
S. WE
Returning home Torchy, decided
NEXT
to turn to pro racing **to
MONTH!
. _ see if I_
• ...
was good enough."
RIM!
14e eras. And it wasn't too •Tong
before he teamed with Reggie- MeNamera,- the famed "iron man"
who was his idol, and won tne_4_
nor.O.itv""
Madison Square Garden .race,
Since that victory in 19.32, Torchy
has won the - %%oriel series on
wheels tbree more times, and. now
LI'L ABNER
shoots for another New York
Strange Fruit
By Al Capp
triumpt at the 22nd Engineers
Armory, February 29 to March 6.
6.
—
BUT- I-SEG OF
-BUT, MAYBE THE
I MUST
IT'S TOO LATE
"That was my first victory. witri
APPLE BUSINESS WILL
THERE YOU
THE DIAMOND HA`:,
GET TO
YOU-FOR THE
McNamara. and I never rode. witn
PICK UP AND THIN
BEEN STOLEN —
THE
SAKE OF THE
GO AGAINfr
him again." Torehy-- 1'called. "I
I DON'T
YOU CAN' HAVE YOUR
GALLERY
DIAMOND- FOR THE
YOU WERE SHREWD,COM
-AND THE DETECwanted to keep us perfeel. He
SUPPOSE
;Avr our THAT
HEAD EXAMINED PP-THAT BEFORE IT'S
144-5-SIONER5 70 CONCEAL A
TIVE- HORRIBLY
KAN'S LIFE- MpettE YOU CAN
.
TOO LATE if
MURDERED ff.
CHIPPENCALV'COMPLEX
MAN IN THE. GALLERY,‘,44Frzr
OF YOURS IS GETTING
THE 'lLasPE" DIAMOND IS,
SURE THERE S NO AFFORD THE
SERvicES
OLD
WORSE,
MAN
ft
TON 1GHT rf
CHIPPENDALE
OF A
CHAIR IN THAT
"
PSYCHIATRIST
GAL LERY
Every Tuesday Night
FOSDICK—
at 8:00 O'clock

s Sports Parade

TYPEWRITER PAPER
Millers Falls EZERASE

LEDGER & TIMES

THis

AUCTION SALE

THURSDAY,FEBRUARY 26
'

AT THE HOME OF JOE. THWEA,
One mile east of Dexter
The following will be Sold:

..Frousehold and kitchen furniture, living room suite, bedroom suite, mattresses, new feather btApchairs, rugs, warm4,
moming heater, five-burner Oil stove, 50pound ice box, odd dresaer and iron bed,
mower and'rake.
OTHER THINGS TOO NUMEROUS
TO MENTION

TsKr

WRESTLING

City Auditorium
PARIS, TENN. •
Sponsored by-N.F.W

Douglas Shoemaker, Auctioneer

Advance Seat Sale at
Ilky Drug Co.
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The Citizens Food Conterfttee Smut:

Club News

omens

Activities

Locals

A "PEACE PLATE" FOR TODAY

Weddings

Says *Jima/ Says Afetail Sews 4mPsaes!

JO WILLIAMS,„Tditor — PHONE 374-M

WEDNESDAY PEACE PLATE
ed. "Could you describe him, Mrs.
Longtree?
"Well, he was of medium height,
rather slender. I could not see his
face — his hat was pulled well
Tuesday. February 24
down."
The Spiritual Life Group will
"Couldn't you be More eXplicit?"
at
EflteftISM
-Maly
Mason Billington was honored on meet withhe urged."This IS most important."
I could not tell him anything
his 13th birthdays with a party 2:30.
more, but he went to the phone
given 'by hiss mother. Mrs. Marvin
•••••
•••••
and instructed the man on duty at
The Interdeneminational Bible
Billington. Saturday
afternoon,
the police station to launch an imStudy Group will meet at 2:30 at
February 21 at 2 o'clock. '
Mrs. Wilheimina Longtree he sparecrus that night. Indeed. It mediate search. He came
back
College Presbyterian Church.
, who was after tie had a nrivate word
the
illiam
Aunt
it
nicknamed
I
Games and contests were enjoyed
looking quite pleased.
tells this story of mystery laid with the sergeant that my guests
Mrs. F D. Mellen is the leader.
"I think you put us on the right
throughout the afternoon.
In the Little ton n of Westgate we're allowed to leave.
track, Mrs. Longtree." he said.
Delicious
plates
were
party
When the last car of the guests "With good luck, the whole thing
.
S. on Puget Sound. is concerned
Murray Star Chapter 433 0.E
when her grandson Roger. on'a had been driven down the drive- will be cleared up in a few
served to the following: Paul
days. A
will meet at 7:15 at the Ida:sonic
week-end home from college, way, a black wagon was backed up jilted
Junior Billington. Ernest Hall.
sweetheart. probably. Folfiancee, Cath- to the front steps. Two policemen
with
his
quarrels
lowed her here and killed her. It's
Wade Inderwood. Bobby Geurin,
erine Page.. A couple of weeks carried opt the body in a long an open and shut case."
Jerry Parks. Daniel
Billington,
lhaesday, February 24
later, she's appalled when he wicxer basket. Then 'the wagon
"I hope so," I said.
aLrry Parks and Mason.
The Ceptain Wendell Oury chap- suddenly returns home with a rattled away into the night.
"The only thing that puzzles me
sing• "rs-night-club
former
bride—a
ter of the D.A.R.' will Meet with
Ls what became of the weapon.
, No weapon had been found.
who has been un-.
Penelope.
er.
Mrs. Ralph Woods at 7:30.
J was almost Ill with anxiety, for Looks like a knife wound. and I
favorably Whims
Weetilut*
rialt_when Huger had not yet, returned. and! call imagine 'a man carrying
- ever sine* a previoas
11111111tay, Fibranry-f4
probably no away•a dripping knife. I'll come
she caused considerable trouble. realized that there was
back tomorrow and make a thorAnnual'Magazine Club luncheon, Roger's
Nedd a. one who could furnish him with an
ough-Search of the grounds In dayNitional Hotkt 12:30.
wife of his brother Gilbert. re- alibi for the time of the murder.
Nedda. too, had not been seen. light."
fuses to have anything to do with
I do not know just why it was
her, for Gilbert was among the When I went upstairs. I was surZeta Department of the Murray
Tice <regular dinner meeting of
that I did not mention the missing
men on whom she had used her prised to *find her sitting in her dagger to him then. Certainly I
Erase-new and Professional Women-Is-Club,e.30--p-m, at the
wiles during that previous visit. room. She was white and tremhad no desire to obstruct the ends
Woman's Club was held at the house.
On the day after Penelope's ar- bling .and I thought one of the ser- of justice. I suppose I dreaded
Woman's Club House Thursday
rival. something frightens her vadts must have told her about
Tuesday,- March 2
bringing the g haatly business
seen Penelope.
evening at 6:30.
The General meeting of the W.S. and. that night, a prowler is
nearer to us than it already was.
On
"Where have you been?" I asked.
Qiis Hester presided .0.S. will be held at the First Meth- outside the Longtree home.
Mrsl Cleo
He went away then.
the evening of a party Mrs. Long"Up here." She seemed nervous
over the business session -in the ab- odist church at 2:30.- The Wesleyan tree gives, the old lady finds
and evasive.
HE Judge stayed only a few
sence of he president Miss Elise. Service Guild will be in charge of
Roger drunk. He tells her des"When I passed by early in the
minute,s longer. He had been
Long, who was unable to attend the program. perately that he now wants a evening, your room was empty."
looking about the room.
divorce but that Penelope won't
the first Part of the meeting.
looked frightened. "I—I
She
"By the way," he said casually,
agree. He then goes out for a went downstairs for a few minutes.
The program was in cnarge of rifofi
"that dagger rack by the fireplace.
walk. Penelope. too. disappears.
the back way." Then she added Used to be full, didn't it?"
llege
Miss Ruth ,Ashmore who is chairMeanwhile. Mrs. Longtree has By
fiercely "I told you I wouldn't be
I tried to control ray voice. For
men-of -the leneenstiena-F
oticed that an antique dagger
room with that wo- some reason, I was angry with him
Committee.
Is missing from its rack. Then, in the same
for noticing it.
she and her friend Judge Havoc
Prof
Rex
Syndergaard
w
25. Wednesday—Chapel, find Penelope lying dead in the
"Usually," I said, "although
She steadfastly denied, however.
guest speaker and gave a eery 'inCitizenship
Day. Intramural._ rostvarbor--with wiretind in her that she had been out of the house sometimes we take one out and
eeresting and instructive talk. using.
use, it 'for opening letters."
or anywhere near the rose arbor.
oratorial. little chapel. 800 pm. back.
as -his subject ,"The Marshall Plane*
His sharp eyes regarded me keenI went on to Eva's room. She had
February 26, Thursday—K,! A.C.,
Prof. Syndergaarde talk was fol.
been awakened by the commotion ly. Then he smiled, and abruptly
CHAPTER VI
Louisville.
from below, but she was not ye changed the subject.
'Owed by a roundtable discussion.
February 27. Feiday —C a mpus I SCARCELY closed my eyes aware of what had happened,
"Try to get some sleep. You look
Approximately -forty persons enLights. K.I.A.C.
• all night, or what was left of told her.
as though you needed it. It's been
joyed the delicious dinner which February 35.
Saturday—eampus
shock, I know—"
a
was served at the beautifully decoLaghts. KIA Cs Forensic tourWhen he, had gone. I Waited
rated table.
downstairs awhile, hoping that
nament. Wilson hall.
The following thirteen new memRoger would return. However. an•
bers were present:
other hour dragged by and then
Mesaames 'Walter -Garreacin.
was still no sign of hina.-Churchill Ella Murray Kees Aug.
Finally,I went to bed, but I could
not sleep. I was haunted by the
ust Wilson. Lenton Clanton, Morris
desperation
in Roger's eyes as he
Lamb, Hillard Rogers.'Ethel Ward.
ints to home sewers, who durhad faced me that evening and
Robert Jones. and Missee Fey_ Nelle
told me of Penelope's refusal of
the' Anis . season are
'Lynn
a divorce. That. I suppose, was the
their cotton dresses for spring and
Radford and Wary Dusker.
reason I had not mentioned the
summer.. are suggested by Miss
• • •
dagger. Already I was beginning
Verna Latzke. specialist in clothing
to see the terrifying picture. Everyat the leK College of Agriculture
thing was there, if one wanted to
and Iftune Economics.
.-look at- it that way—the motive.
the opportunity, the weapon.
Because the new look, obtained
Something happened that night
principally •through - longer and
which still further Increased my
fuller skirts, will cast each wearer
uneasiness. After lying In bed for
helm one to several yards more
some time. I got up and went to
The Home Department of the
material. Miss Latzke advises checka Window. My attention was sudMurray, Woman-s Club met at three
denly attracted by something which
ing yardage requirements as given
o'clock Thursday at the Home Man-5
set my heart pounding.
on the pattern envelope before the
*gement House Hostesses were
I saw a small, unsteady light in
material is bougstit. else there migllt
Mesdames W J Gibson. H. L. Oakthe garden, somewhere near the
be a shortage when the garment is
rose arbor. It, flickered and went
ley. L. D. Hale. Noel Melugin. Carcut. The approved skirt length for
After several momenta of
out
nie Hendon and De F McConnell
spring continues to be mid-calf,l
darkness. I saw It again in a slightMrs 0 C Wells, chairman. preshe said.
ly different place. This procedure
sided over the business session durwas repeated several times before
A second safeguard is to Luy coting which it was agreed upon to
I realized that someone was strikmake donations to the Foreign Re- ton fabrics which have been saning matches, evidently searching
forized. or are labeled not to result
lief Agency.
for something.
I pushed the window open and
Miss Ruby Simpson and staff pre- in More than one percent residual
out my head.
sented the interesting program and shrinkage upon washing. Miss Latepushed the window open. "Who is it?" I called sharply, thrust
"Who is it?" I called sharply.
some of her girls modeled dresses ke pointed out. When cottons have
"You, there. Halt!"
Halt!"
there.
"You.
noe been so treated, the home se*.
they had oast completed.
Instantly, the match gees blown
Cr
is
cautioned
to
shrink
them
retired.
WHER
I
went
back
downstairs.
beby
the
time.'
the
night
The girls at the Home Manageout., and I thought I saw a dark
ment House prepared land served fore a garment is made This may' Long after the housl was "Sergeant Mollison and Judge shadow move rapidly toward the
Havoc
the
were
still
us
library.
be
done
by
first
folding
the
mafront of the house and disappear
delicious refreshments to the thirty
quiet, I lay wide awake, living
"Sergeant Mollison." I said. "I I waited for some time. peering
members and
Mrs. Wells' two tenal.wrong side out with selvages again tbose ghastly hours
darkness. but the
guests, her daughter . Mrs. Harry -even. then soakinit thoroueshly in after the arrival of the police. feel there is something you should intently Into the
deserted. and
throw Some garden now was quite
know.
Perhaps
it
will
Wright' and daughter-in-la4' Mrs. warm water and hanging carefully
Sergeant Mollison. an honestI knew that Whoever had been
to avoid unnecessary wrinkling.
0. C. Wells Jr
faced'man, had been most consid- light...Oil-this case. perhaps not."
there would not come back.
• • •
partially dry, it should be enite. almost embarra.ssed at the
Andl told him about Penelope's
ie When
pressed on the wrong side, edges necessity of interrogating us Judge fright the afternoon she went for
(To be continued)
even. Done in this way, the origi- Havoc had taken things more or her swim, and about our seeing the (The characters in this serial are
Actitious)
nal finish of the material will not less in his own hands: I shall al- prowler at the library door.
woes_ Wt. or Darby St. Jabal
ways be grateful to him for what
The sergeant was greatly excitbe lost, the.specialist said.
,
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WhoSew At Home
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Womans Club
Home Department
Meets Thursday

Zeta Department
To Meet Thursday

The ZETA Department of the
Murray Woman's Club- volt meet
at 7.30 Thursday evening at the
Club Howe.
Hostesses will be Mrs John Zd
Scott. Mrs. John Herman Trotttr
and Miss Elizabeth Sexton.
A- -very—rorportent,-busyness- -sev.
sion will be held and all members
ere urged to attend.

Seam finishes to be used on cotton dresses-depend upon the weight
and firmness of the fabric. -The
pinking shears may be used to give
a'finished edge on such' firm fabrics as chambray, broadcloth, and
gingham Where there is strain on
light-weight fabric. Miss Latzke
advia,-s --a- ulairr-seem• -vrtnr-drintite
rows of stitching a fourth-in
apart. An opened plain_ Awn wit

TODAY

IISITY

a'nd WEDNESDAY

BOX OFFICE OPENS
AT 11:30 A. M.

GONE
WITH
THE

G.W.T.W. Starts at
12:15-4:00-7:45

NMI

kft-CONE WITN/RE WIND"
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Squeaky
Hollywood- (UP)
bed-springs __bane_ _cost_ 10th Century-Fox a neat sum.
They tied up production for several hours while Linda Darnell
and Kirk Douglass were playing '1
scene in a bedroom for "The Walls
of Jericho."
Miss Darnell was gorgeous, as
usual, in a nightgown with her
hair
falling
"Amber"
blonde
around her shoulders. But the
director seemed to think that
somebody would be listening to her
lines—instead of looking at them—
and that's where the springs came
in.
The actress playfully pushed
liElrir Douglas, her moviii—husband,
into one twin bed—an iron affair
of 1008 vintage—mussed up his
hair, took a last peek at herself
in the mirrow and bounced into
the other bedThe springs groaned so loudly
that they blotted out her dialogue.
Old-timers who remembered the
days of rusty springs thought the
realism was perfect but director
John Stahl was horrified.
Oil Doesn't Work
"Oil them," he ordered. The
prop men went to work with oil
while
Miss
Darnell,
standing
around in her nightie, explained
that she was wearing atilt's- muter-neath
"You have too, in the movies."
she said. "or you're not decent. Its
a clever trick, too, trying to get
in bed gracefully with a slip binding your legs."
,The springs were dripping ole
and Miss Darnell got in bed again.
More squeaks. She plopped down
on -another spot. Still squeaks.
Stahl roared that he wanted
some modern box springs. He hid
them under the bedding and that
was fine. • except the carpenters
had to saw the legs off to make
the bed look like Douglae'.
.
Everybody was happy then excel:a the property department.
They hauled the 1908 bed springs
over to a quiet corner and took
turns lying on them.
"We've
got
to
find" thaw
squeaks," they said. "Gene Tierney's got to- sleep here tomorrow."

•
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AT REGULAR: ADMISSION!

YORDHOGK 2112 (the _humbex is
important) bush lima replaces ordinary Fordhook, the "potato limo"
that in hot and dry weather steps
podding, but continues to bloom all
summer. No. 242 is bred against
that kind of- weather, and outbears
the original 6 to 1, even 9 to I. and
has all the superb quality that one
associates with Fordhook. By the
way, it, too, freezes excellently.
These varieties are 'obtainable of
seedmen and seed jobbers, and local merchants can procure them, if
reminded.
_
_
Use our etiolation
get the business.

eas—rnag

JUST ARRIVED!
a

EXQUISITE, COLORFUL
PRINT DRESSES
to wear on
EASTER SUNDAY

These dresses are styled in the
new, manner . . . soft drapes,
wide sweeping skirts . . very
feminine.
BE THE FIRST to choose your
Spring Dress from our selected
group of nationally advertfled
brands of clothing.

Farmer-Gibbs Dress Shop
Phone 58-W

1071/, South Fourth

15

BE
REPARED

. . .to go at a moment's notice by sending your family clothes to us
REGULARLY
WE PICK UP AND DELIVER

Superior Laundry & Cleaners
Phone 44

108 North Fourth
Iltieweinmegrut

Accor
Of Lo
oudir

Stuffed Baked Potatoes
large potatoes
1 3 cup hot milk
2 teaspoons salt
1 egg white beaten stiff
1 cup grated American, pimento
or Cheddar cheese
Paprika
Scrub thespotetoes, removing any
imperfections. Bake in a hot oven:
450 degree's, for about 45 minutes,
or until they are soft. Cut the potatoes in half the long way. Scoop
out the potato, mash, end add milk
and salt. Beat until light and
creamy. Fold in grated cheese and
egg 'white, refill potato, shells,
sprinkle with paprika and bake in
a hot.
- oven until brown (about 5
minutes.) Serve at once.
Menu: Baked stuffed potatoes,
fried smoked ham, spinach, carrotraisin salad, cornsticks, butter and
baked apples.

DON'T LET THE FAMILY
rDRY CLEANING WORRY YOU.

CANINE,CONTRALTO—Dottle, 10-year-old b*ck and tart
terrier.oWngt1 by Councilman-at-large Hugh B. Buston, of
.Roselle, NJ., plays piano and vocalizes in dog style. Dottie
entertains 'lest when there's an audience. Judged by human
life span, she'd "an old lady" of 70.
'•
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Have you served stuffed baked • ,
potatoes lately? you will find that.,
the combined flavors of cheese and
baked vegetable will be a favieeitis
with the entire family. Mrs. Pearl
Heak, specialist in foods at the UK
College of Agriculture and Rome
Economics recommends this recipe:

Shipment of

With seed catalogs coming along
and the local merchants' eeedstocks
filling, seed needs should be taken
care of, to escape the last-minute
rush that might find first-choice
gone, or that might delay delivery
at planting time.
In general, old standby varieties
will be used again This is quite
understandable and eminently correct, as there are some (peeks to
Kentucky's climate that discourage
using too many of the "novelties"
that 111 seed catalogs always list.
However, there are a few newcomers that have proved their
worth in thie„.state, that are real
contributors to better living, and
that may be adopted without risk.
Here are a few.
LOGAN bush bean, introduced
several years ago by, the Southeastern Experiment Station, is adapted especially to growing in hot
and dry weather, when so many of
the old varieties bear sparingly or
not at all Tested against old favor-

United

pe Of The Week

•

Dr. and Mrs. 0. C. Wells had
their house guests last week their
se...Leese
son Micheal. Dr. Wright joined his
arnily Sunday and they returned to
their borne in Metropolis .Sunday
evening. Others visiting in' the
Wd'tIs residence last Thursday were
their son Dr. 0.'C. Wells. Jr.. and
Mrs. Welli from McKenzie, Tenn.
,• .
Mr and Mn
daughter Rosemarie of --Paduta,h
were- Weekr,00d- roosts of -relatives
here and_:.attended the Louisvi leMurray State teeketball game

There is ....nothing 'new. .better
aid different, In the labor saving
field 'op demonitrantie at Riley
'Furniture and Appliance Company new—an interesting (issvelops
ment 'in'}rime Laundry s
• It's cheep. it's competent, it's
'feet. It will wash. rinse, and wrine
your clethee ell at the same time.
I It
the now,DEKTER TWIN TUR
'WASHER. as 'advertised in all, na_
tional magazines
Moderneerazineering has bretight
to you double work casUicity in the;'
neweappliarece for the price of a
conventional washing machine.
- ---Advertisement
•

ites, early and late, wet and .Bry"
Logan has consistently led the rest.
US REFUGEE No. 5 bush bean,
developed in the same station as
Logan. has proved its superiority,
harvested in late August and dry,
hot September. Unlike Logan, it
should be planted only after. June
15; it is definitely a late bean. It is
a selection from "1000-1," an old
bean of merit, but stringy and inclined. to become tough if let fill
too ritch. US No. 5 is stringless, of
better quality and color than the
original; an diccellent bean for
canning.

and flaked tuna to potatoes. Pile tuna
mixture lightly in potato shells Place
in shallow baking dish and bake In a
hot oven (450*F.) about 10 minutes or
until lightly browned. 4 generous servings.
THURSDAY BREAKFAST
Canned Grapefruit Juice
Hot Wbole•Wrieat Cereal
Browned Corned Beet Mask Slices
((or arrive w
Marmalade or Jam
Toast
Coke* or Milk
Food tip: A tossed salad is good
insurance against those uneaten
lettuce leaves so often left on the
plates. In preparing a tossed salad,
wash the lettuce leaves, dry thoroughly, then break into small
pieces. Just before serving, mix
lightly with the dressing and other
salad ingredients until each bit te
moistened. A tossed salad is a delicious and convenient way to use
up odds and ends of leftover vegetables, fruits, meats, cheese, fish,
etc.

THE GARDEN

DEVELOPME
IN HOME LAUNDRY
IS BROUGHT HERE

maws plisciles of IUSSAN Illitalt

Deo sl the IV

each edge turned' under- d stitched is recumenended where raveling
Is a probler'n

HOLLYWOOD
FILM SHOP

A one-dish, easily prepared meal
that will leave you feeling fresh
and in the mood to enjoy a party
is this New Year's Eve peace plate
menu planned by the home economists of the Consumer Service Sec.
lice. Tuna stuffed potatoes — a
lady treat if ever there was one—
is the economical main dish. "A
tossed green salad, spiced crabapples or other sweet pickles, and
a bowl of seasonal fresh fruit round
out the meal.
TUNA STUFFED rOTATOES
large bot baked potable's
2 tablespoons butter or fortified
margarine
1 7-ounce can tuna Isle drained and
flaked
% cup scalded milk
Salt
Pepper
1 tablespoon minced onion
Cut slices from tops of hot baked potatoes lengthwise: scoop out inside with
• spoon, and mash. Beat in butter, oil
from tuna and hot milk. Season to taste
with salt and pepper. Add minced onion
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